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Compare the actual 12th account with the falsified 12th account. 
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This is my actual 12th account. 
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Red flag - When the original is not shown, but some substitute for it  is shown, when there is no common sense reason to not shown the original, it is a red flag. I have no control over what the Commissioner of Accounts presents to the Judges as evidence. The public should know. The Commissioner of Accounts is not supposed to frame the Trustee. 
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History suggests that the accountants would financial destroy Jean Nader  under the guise of protecting her from me, before they would allow Bk467p191 to be exposed:
1993.10.31   (Anthony O'Connell to Jean Nader) (Copy to Sheila O'Connell)
"As you know, you and Mr. White are serving without bond as co-executors of mother's estate. 
Would you please get bonded as soon as possible in order to protect our inheritance? I can not stress the importance or urgency, of getting bonded, enough. In the event that Mr. White will attempt to talk you out of it, I hope you will persevere.
Sincerely, Tony"
1993.11.05   (Edward White to E. A. Prichard, in part) 
"Next, I was informed by Mrs. Nader last week that Mr. O'Connell has demanded that we be bonded. The will flatly states otherwise and to do so would be in violation of our office." 
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(Pattern. Take over assets using bad instructions to innocent family member.

1992.04.22 Edward White to innocent Jean Nader
"In order to file that return and the subsequent Fiduciary Income tax return we will need an accounting from Tony from the date of his last accounting to the date of death. If he does not want to prepare it, I will not agree to any preliminary disbursal to him at all, and will seek your approval to file suit against him to compel the accounting, plus damages to the estate for his delay. Since that trust terminated on your mother's death, his final accounting is due now and not in October. There will be no further explanations or written entreaties to him as far as I am concerned. He has the duty and he will perform it under a court order if necessary."

The estate has nothing to do with the trust. The trust is like any other entity that pays interest to the estate, such as a bank. The estate's accounting is not dependent on the trust's accounting any more than it is to a bank's accounting. To put Edward White's advice to innocent and fear driven Jean Nader in perspective, substitute "bank" for "trust". The trust, like the estate, is terminated when the paperwork is done. I don't understand why Joanne Barnes who is doing the accounting for the estate and the trust is silence on this. Can we get Joanne Barnes position on this? 

If Edward White's instructions were followed the trust's assets would be transferred from the Trustee to where? Note 2 in the Trust would come under the control of Edward White because in 1988 he wrote himself and someone I don't know in as Trustee for the Deed of Trust that contains Note 1 and Note 2. The other major trust asset is 46.0994% of Accotink. Please look at Edward White's correspondence over Accotink and judge for yourself who would take control of the 46.0994%. Wouldn't terminating the trust before the paperwork is done be the equivalent of removing me as trustee and the accountants taking over the trust's assets?

Lucky the buyer deciding to pay off both notes 1 and 2 in full on April 21, 1992, after being told, if the buyer were told the same thing that I was told by innocent Jean Nader over the phone, that the April 21, 1992, payment should be for an amount that was different from what it should be. But the early payoff and the accountants refusal to coordinate with me led to unnecessary large taxes for the individuals. See page 269 in the 1997 book.
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This is the falsified 12th account . 
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Sticky Note
The 12th and 13th accounts had previously been declared delinquent and penalties and interest paid  for the delinquent 12th account.
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Sticky Note
I don't understand how my trusting the advice of the accountants at this time, and my repeating that advice, makes me responsible for their advice and not  the accountants. 
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I don't understand why the Judges are not told that an exceptions to the Commissioner's report for the estate of Jean O'Connell has been on file since June 16, 1994.
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Sticky Note
I don't understand why Jesse Wilson did not initial or date his change to my account.   Without his initials by the change how would anyone know that it was not me that made the change? Without a date by the change how would anyone know the change was made four years after this account was posted? 
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Sticky Note
The issue is exposing the accounting trails at Bk467p191 and finding out where the money went. Can we stay on the issue and look at the evidence for the issue?

I do not understand why Jesse Wilson does not allow the accounting at Bk467p191 to be exposed. What is the probability that following Jesse Wilson's instructions to stay in the established structure would result in exposing the accounting? Would the only way to expose the accounting have to come from outside the established structure?

Can we make the public record public? Can we find out where the money went? 
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